
K1292 Manual installation

and using instruction



1. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been
given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for
their safety.

2. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance
3 Connection requirement
The appliance must be fitted with means for disconnection from the supply
mains having a contact separation in all poles that provide full disconnection
under overvoltage category III conditions and these means must be
incorporated in the fixed wiring in accordance with the wiring rules.
4. the pressure of water 0.1MPa~0.4MPa.
5.1 earthed appliances must be permanently connected to fixed wiring;
5.2 parts incorporating electrical components, except remote control devices, must be located
or fixed so that they cannot fall into the bath;
5.3 the appliance should be supplied through a residual current device (RCD) having a rated
residual operating current not exceeding 30 mA.
5.4 parts containing live parts, except parts supplied with safety extra-low voltage not
exceeding 12 V, must be inaccessible to a person in the bath;
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Advisable water temperature: lower 60℃. 

Switch on the linn faucet/shower switch valve, switch on the cool water adjusting valve 
 firstly, then switch on the hot water adjusting valve, adjust the suitable water temperature 

 and water massage bathtub(Forbid to water the temperature higher 6 0℃ hot water 

 directly, or it will destroy the product), await the water line reach 2CM above jets, then 

 press the air switch to switch on the water pump ( forbid to make the water pump running

 for a long timewithout water, or the water pump will destroy because of too high 

 temperature), left-right surf adjuster can adjust the size of current; turn the jets to adjust 

    single jet's current size to get the best massage impact.

  Finish using, eliminate the water in massage bathtub, then water 

suitable clear water, switch on the water pump to clean the 

massage bathtub pipeline.

If you will not use the massage bathtub for a long time, please 

cut off  the source and power of massage bathtub.





Electric blueprint

Water and electric installation illustration

Controll ing valve connecting illustration

Hot water inlet cool water inlet

Controlling valve

Showerlinn faucet

During installation please avoid cutting the waste pipe with,

sharp objects e g knife( . .       ).
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S -----air pump switch

M1-----water pump

S-----air pump switch

M2----- air pump



Product parts

Reference size

1 Supply voltage:AC 220V  60Hz    2900W
2 Water proofscale:IPX5
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